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Motivation
 In DML, the distance between a pair of images varies with the tasks (i.e., learning goals).
 The background and foreground (i.e., object) in an image can be switched based on the task.
 Backgrounds and objects are typically highly correlated in reality.
 The high correlation between an object and a background makes DML more likely suffer from 
    background (context) biases in the training data, since the classes in the training dataset can be 
    totally different from those in the test dataset in the DML.
 The existing approaches typically focus on designing different hard sample mining or distance 

margin strategies and then minimize a pair/triplet-based or proxy-based loss over the training data, 
which can lead the model to recklessly learn all the correlated distances found in training data 
including the spurious distance that is not the distance of interest.



Contributions

• Different from the existing DML approaches that focus on designing different sampling or distance 
margin strategies for pair/triplet-based or proxy-based losses, we study DML from a different 
perspective by proposing deep causal metric learning (DCML) to pursue the true causality of the 
distances between samples.

• We design a novel metric learning framework, i.e., DCML, that learns the causal distance between 
samples through explicitly learning context-environment-invariant attention and task-invariant 
embedding based on causal inference.

• Extensive experiments on several benchmark datasets demonstrate that DCML has a better 
performance than the existing approaches.



Framework

DCML learns the metric with a de-cofounded model based on backdoor adjustment and invariant risk 
minimization:  

G and I are achieved  through environment-invariant attention and task-invariant embedding:



Framework

We also minimize the empirical error on the original dataset which is also an important environment 
to the task:

DCML automatically learns the context environments that the current embedding and the attention are 
not optimal or consistent across:
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Conclusion

 In this paper, we study deep metric learning from a novel perspective and accordingly propose deep 
causal metric learning.

 DCML learns the causal distance metric regarding a task by removing the effects of the spurious 
distances. This is achieved by learning environment-invariant attention and task-invariant embedding.

 Extensive experiments on several metric learning benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and 
superiority of DCML.
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